Teachers told us that manually connecting assessment data to curriculum and instruction takes a lot of time, and most of them use four or more resources to meet the needs of all students. That’s why we created MAP® Growth™: to quickly connect data to action while supporting all learners.

Through our Instructional Connections program, educators can:

- Integrate MAP Growth data into existing instructional resources
- Save instructional time
- Adjust instructional resources as students’ needs change without having to change assessment providers

**How it works**

1. We work with Instructional Connections partners to align assessment data to instruction.
2. Students take MAP Growth.
3. MAP Growth results connect with existing Instructional Connections applications.
4. Instructional Connections personalizes content for each student based on their MAP Growth scores.
5. Students engage with individualized instructional activities.
Our vetting process

We've worked with educators around the world to understand the tools they already have in place that can benefit from integrating MAP Growth data—and we’ve carefully vetted each to ensure that our partnerships deliver the same value and precision you’ve come to count on us for.

We select our Instructional Connections partners with great care to verify that content is:

+ Standards-aligned, with appropriate depth and instructional relevance
+ Built for a diverse student population, with accessibility and accommodations in mind
+ Built on solid instructional best practices
+ Engaging across multiple levels of student learning

Featured partners

We collaborate with the industry’s most extensive array of instructional partners to help schools and districts get more from tools they’re already using to support grades K–12 in math, reading, writing, and science. Explore our featured partners and learn how you can connect your MAP Growth results with your existing resources.

Khan Academy

**Grades:** K–12  **Subjects:** Math

Using MAP Growth and Khan Academy, educators can find content and recommended lessons, or have personalized learning pathways generated automatically based on their students' individual RIT scores in our co-developed tool, MAP Accelerator.

Newsela

**Grades:** 3–12  **Subjects:** ELA, Social Studies, Science, Social-Emotional Learning

NWEA has partnered with Newsela to automatically set students’ reading levels based on MAP Growth RIT scores. Students will see content at their Just Right Reading Level so educators can automatically differentiate and tailor instruction.

To see a full list of our Instructional Connections partners, visit [NWEA.org/instructional-connections](http://NWEA.org/instructional-connections).